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As the class war hots up, the state increasingly turns its
attention to putting down its political opponents. Legal
repression becomes the order of the day. The political
police are given a free hands tougher laws are passed;
blatantly political charges like "conspiracy" and "incitement"
are suddenly the rage; sentencing becomes more and more
vindictive .
Singled out for special attention is "public enemy number one
- the Angry Brigade. ‘The state has shown it will stop at nothing
to find someone guilty of belonging to it. Already they have
made a victim of Jake Prescott - although acquitted of actually
causing explosions Jake was c‘onvi:nctJe.dibn a charge of conspiracy
to cause explosions. The evidence against him was incredibly
thin, consisting of his having admitted to addressing in h1s
undisguised handwriting three envelopes without knowing that
they were going to be used to post copies of one Angry Brigade
communique. For this the judge sentenced him to a savage 15
years .

But the Prescott/Purdie trial was only a dress-rehearsal for
an even bigger trial. This June eight militants are in the
dock at the Old Bailey facing charges intended to expose them
as the nucleus of the Angry Brigade. The Stoke Newington Elght
conspiracy trial will be the biggest show trial yet
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What is the left doing about this trial, already begun at the
Old Bailey? Their response to the Prescott/Purdie conspiracy
trial was woeful. A "serious failing on the part of the
revolutionary movement in Britain", a Red Mole editorial was
candid enougi to call it. Despite a few occasional and token
paragraphs about solidarity and the need to "attack and expose
all the Old Bailey frame-ups”, the left is still sitting sign.
It seems set on repeating the same errors conmitted over the
issue of the Prescott/Purdie trial. What is needed is active
solidarity aimed at extending the struggle beyond the totally
unreal confines of the courtroom. What we are getting is a
half-hearted solidarity, Comrades seem to concentrate on
raising doubts: What are the politics of the Angry Brigade?
Do the Stoke Newington Eight include any members of the Angry
Brigade? Are any of the Eight guilty of the charges against
them? Can the left actively defend unaligned militants?
Such doubts are out of place here. They should be_:-ibsolutely
irrelevant to the question of active solidarity with those
presently facing trial. Revolutionary solidarity should embrace

=ZII""‘—"—"'r - """""' "" -5’

it will consider victory in future political trials a matter
of course. If the state can effectively silence our eigit
then not a single revolutionary can escape the blame. what
is really on trial is the state's ability to railroad who it
likes, when it likes, no matter what the evidence. In the
E1811? S OW! Words, We are the harbingers of the coming storm
and the treatment we receive is the foretaste for all who stand
in their way They are up for trial because they resisted.
There is a further special reason for giving solidarity to
the 8 Their resistance involved them in identifying themselves
as militant opponents of the system. All of them were active
-In different sections of the movement-» their involvement
covers things as diverse as Claimants Unions, Women's Liberation
Gay Liberation, tenants and squatters campaigns, I'&d1C&l student
politics, experiments in communal living, international
organising in defence of political prisoners
But here ironically we touch on the root reason for the left
disquiet about giving solidarity The magority of the left
regect Angry Brigade politics as they understand them. But

all those on the left who become victims of state persecution, they also recoguse that both the Angry Bngade and the stoke
whether innocent or guilty, whether bombers or not. The state Newington 8 identify themselves as members of the llbertanan
assault on the Stoke Newington Eight is part of a general
-campaign of legal repression. If the state wins in this case
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left and repudiate orthodox or straight socialist politics.
Behind the .left ‘disquiet lies the whole question of what is
the revolutionary movement in this country. *
The relevance of this larger question means that it's not
enough for the straight left to raise the question of
solidarity for itself solely. in t‘erms..of asking what is the
Angry Br*£gade's part in the movement. Its ideological
assumptions about the revolutionary movement and its
development make such terms far too narrow. The straight
left also ‘needs to ask what is i'tsH__part in the movement. _
Like it or not, the stra.ig1t.lef't must face up to the _, fact that
many recent developments have arisen quite independently

_ . I . n e - '

of it and have alS0_'been_ in part hostile to it - e.g. Women's
Liberation critique of leadership and hierarchy on the
left; Claimants Union resistance to centralised left
organisational patterns .
So long as the left does 'nt respond to these and other

I _ , _ , - _ . 1 1 -

similar developments in a self-critical manner, the problem
of solidarity with those who don't accept its1,.p~arti cular set
of lines will recur and recur. S0 long as the left feels it
has nothing to learn from either the Angry Brigade or the
Stoke Newington 8 no real debate can take place. The libertarian
left needs to be listened to, not spoken at. Instead of
responding with a prefabricated line on "terrorist adventurists"
(taken straight from thepages of Lenin or Trotsky), the left
must also develop a live and concrete analysis about such groups
as the Angry Brigade, an analysis which must also involve the
questioning of the left's own praxis.
The left must ask itself"; how far do we want to enter into a
dialogue with the Angry Brigade? How prepared are we for illegal
structures? How much do we see our own tactics and strategy in
terms of present realities? If these issues continue to be
skirted, only the state will benefit.
Is there as-‘way through? Judging from what has appeared in print, the A
straight left is only slightly less mystified by "terror", 5

ll 1| II "b' "armed struggle , urban guerrillas , ombers"',etc. than the
overground press. For most of us such terms conjure up highly
sinister and specialised vocations that are exclusive of any
other activities. Thus "armed struggle" conjures up professional
soldiers, "bombers" conjures up people - always ‘mad’ - with e
stick of geligiite constantly in their pockets, "urban guerrillas"
conjures up a highly organised military vanguard with complex

5 fir/IA/5'/W’ ax/enDEAs E
7F(’R=>R1s1ts"’v/QBAN q=ur@.q/LL45  

The Sl0g8IlS.-..@'8.l'l.d stereotypes have been thfiker on the ground
than the banbs and bullets ever were. Let's look at some of
them and show why they are unconvincing as they stand.

The Angry Briggdee is called "terrorist" (this term often itself
standing as a condemnation) and limped together with organis-
ations like the IRA and the FLQ. The trouble with this is that
in present leift usage "terrorism" chiefly denotes actions like
indiscriminate killing and/or intimidation by violence of
civilian population. But if terrorism refers to actions of
this sort, then how on earth is the Angry Brigade terrorist?
Angry Brigade violence has been directed solely against
property. T'he bombs have not been directed against persons.
Clearly great care has been taken to avoid any danger to life.
But even assuming that under some different notion of terrorism
the Angry_Brigade could be called terrorist, in what way is
this damning in itself? No revolutionary can dismiss terrorism
in the abstract. The problem of evaluating it has always got
to be a complex one, of judging terrorist behaviour in the
light of the particular features of the historical setting in
which it occurs, of comparing different forms of socially
prevalent violence, of assessing terrorism in terms of its
consequences, remote as well as immediate,etc.
The Angry Brigade has been written off as a g1'0U.p of individual
terrorists. By qualifying "terrorism" with the word "individual"
left critics can damn it automatically since individual terrorism
is defined by them as something isolated from the backbone of
any revolution - the masses. But in fact it's not so simple.
For a start the criticism plays very heavily on myths aroimd
nineteepth century propaganda-by-the-deed anarchists such as
Ravachol, exploiting prejudices against them to obscure not
only their theory and practice but also that of anyone they
get compared with.
Second the criticism overlooks that the
arming of the revolution always has to begin somewhere and

hierarchy and networks. The way we use these terms is'INCREDIBLY ‘ this may sometimes be with small groups of guerrillas, as was
MYSTIPIED. And by failing to develop any clear analysis of our. V the case in the Cuban revolution. Armed groups only deserve to

giving our consent to it.
own ,4-rev repeatedly fall back on the state '3 p€I'SP9Ct1Ve9 1"1P11¢1’°1Y I be condemned as individual if they fail to develop and forge
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organic links with other struggles. And whether such development
takes place or not depends in part on the whole left movement
and the support (critical and/or active) it gves to violent
tactics. The vital thing is not how many people are involved
in an actual bombing campaign but how much they are attuned
to what is happening on the broad front: if they are attuned
then their violence can express and complement others‘ actions
and ideas and be part of the whole. The test is not who, and
how may do a particular action, but how effectively does the
action fit in with other offensives.

Finally we must remember that the left typically take the
opposite of "individual" to be "mass", and that condemning
something as "individual" is their way of promoting the politics
of the mass. But this "individual"/"mass" polarity is a false
one. It both assumes that the mass is passive (requiring to be
lead) and accepts this fact uncritically. It is consequently
dismissive for no good reason of other forms of collective
actions such as autonomous working-class actions or actions
by claimants or gay people.

The Angry Brigade is condemned for being elitist and anti-
democratic-: it is seen as a. self-appointed band of saviours
arrogating to itself the rights of decision-making in the
revolutionary process without submitting its course of actions
to the test of approval and adoption by the working masses.
But the standard reasons used to support this criticism just
won't wash. For these presuppose that revolutionaries are only
such if they accept a single source of decision-making. This

when diffused and many-centred. This at least is what follows
if you think that revolution is about people getting together

ignores that revolutionary decision-making is more creative \

to take control of their own lives and learning to take decisions
for themselves. And just think what the idea of "submitting the
course of action to the tests of approval...by the working
masses" might mean in the present context, especially given that
all existing machineries for ascertaining working-class views
are extemal and bureaucratic. Would there have been a major
strike if the miners had waited for approval by a majority of
the rest of British workers? Such an idea in the present context
would be a recipe for passivity. "

' T

. _ I _e .‘ Pl

The central error at work in much of the le'ft's
thinking about the Angry Brigade is that about ,
the existence of a monolithic movement. However, '
there is no unified movement, and no group has
the right to call itself the movement. There’ is '
rather a series of actions and networkésexisting
at different levels. Once the idea of a single

 ' 7
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entity cflled the movement is given up it also
becomes necessary to re-examine f‘i.xe=:1 ideas
about what consititutes bona fide militancy.
There seems a peculiar reluctance on the part
of the left to accept that the Angry Brigade
weren't trying to set themselves up as
representatives of themovement. They were
rather responding to their own real oppressions
which they shared with numberless others. If
the Angry Brigade had been a bunch of militant
miners, would we find the same left
insensibility? '
Critics who are quicker with labels than analyses have condemned
the Angry Brigade for their apparent secrecy, for being isolated
and conspiratorial. The secrecy criticism is more often than not
a red herring and a very stupid one at that. If people are still
worried about being "in the know" (who did it, what will they do
next, when will they do it?), they haven't grasped the fact that
whether or not the tactic revolutionaries employ at my given
time is legal or illegal, the revolution is illegal. It follows
that in certain contexts activities such as bombing and sabotage ~
must be surrounded by very tigit security. This is the case at
present.
The illegality of bombing enforces a certain kind of isolation
on the Angry Brigade, in the sense that it cannot openly work
with other groups, share, or coordinate actions. Or at least the
idea that it could is inconceivable at the present moment in
England. That does not mean it will always be so, (the IRA in
Free Derry doesn't have this particular pr-oblem...). nor that
the actions of the Angry Brigade have no bearing on what other
people might be doing. But the responsibility for making this
lort of interaction fully effective is tdb-way-» the Angry Brigade
needs to make its actions expressive and back them up with as  
much explanation as possible; and people using other means of
struggle must show some response to the tactic - whether hostile I
or not, but at least a recognition that the Angry Brigade is
part of the movement and that what it does is relevant. For

I I - . e . . ‘Q - _ _, , _ _ _ _,

without this recognition the Angry Brigade will be effectively
isolated (as has been the case up till now), as a person
whos.e letters are unanswered is isolated.
To call the Angry Brigade "conspiratorial" conjures up the I
picture of a. group bent on imposing its own ends on people.
But the Angry Brigade aren't manipulative in this sense. ‘Of

'I'_'

together in any other terms than that of isinistergroups
perversely working for their own ends. This is how it interprets
every left action; this is how it explains its every setback
(e.g. Carr's talk of"small but virulent minorities in our midst"
after the miners' victory). This is how the state sees all "ends"
other than its exploitative own. A

The Angry Brigadeis seen as setting itself up as a substitute
for mass action. But none of their actions make sense seen this
way. All of them were intended to complement mass g
sta'uggles, on the" industrial and other fronts. Their exemplary
actions against symbolic targets are clearly meant to parallel
mass actions (e.g. Carr's home was bombed on the same day as a
large march against the INdustrial Relations Bill), as well as
to demonstrate the possibility of a new style of collective
st ruggle .

The Angry Brigade is decried as "adventurist". Lying behind
this charge is the view that revolutionary armed struggle in
Britain is inappropriate except during the final phase of
revolution when the material preconditions are right. Once
however you accept the need for revolutionary armed struggle
at some stage (even if only in the final phase), then you must
accept the need to prepare for it NOW. This is the main tenet
of all modern guerrilla theory and practice. To cite a recent
formulation given by the Red Army Faction, a contemporary
West German urban guerrilla group: "Urban guerrilla warfare
is based on the analysis...that when conditions will be ripe
for armed struggle, it will be too late to prepare for it".

So we ask you: do you really believe that when the revolutionary
offensive reaches the point where the state physically confronts
it totally, that armed resistance wi-l-l appear out
of the sky? Well we don't, so we can't dismiss the Angry Brigade
on the a priori grounds that their use of revolutionary violence
has been premature. Maybe the type of armed struggle they have
chosen is ill-conceived, maybe they should have spent longer
preparing (the Tupamaros took nearly T years preparing), but we
cannot condemn them for taking the idea of the revolution
arming itself seriously. Whether it is right to organised armed
resistance depends on whether it is possible; whether it is
possible can only be found out in practice. Actions change the
situation we are fiighting in and the tactics we use.

In any case we cannot accept the idea of armed struggle as a
stage or self-contained phase. This is one-dimensional. Armed
struggle only makes sense when pursued alongide other non-

course the statesees the Angry Brigade as a "conspiracy", but - military forms of struggle. Once this is grasped, then obviously
then it is to toler_ate_the idea of a movement coming F there will be contexts in which armed struggle groups can't take.

Q
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the place of legal left organisationsah single armed actions canfiot9 .__ . .



replace ongoing class struggle; bombs and other tactics of-the
urban guerrilla can't replace agitation/subversion/building
alternative structures on the industrial front and in the
communities. -
Angry Brigade actions are written off as counter-productive on
‘F319 grounds that they supplied the state with a pretext for
lncreased repression. But we all know that the state can as
easilynnvent as discover a pretext for escalating repression
(thls 1S what happened in Italy recently) and that its repressive
response is more attbn than not completely out of proportion to
the immediate or remote threat any action represents. As a rule
escalation of class war repression occurs independently of what
any.section of the left does. The basic manoeuvres of the
rullng class are dictated by the changing patterns of capitalism.
Given a cho1ce,_t.he British ruling class would obviously prefer I
rule by repressive tolerance to the present unstable state of
affairs. But such a luxury is excluded by the overriiding needs
of the system here - to increase profits, raise productivity,
curb lndustrial and community militancy, etc. The intensi fic-
atlon of repression is inevitable as soon as the working class
starts righting back.  A
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Looking at the criticism more closely
we need to ask what kind of repression actual.1y resulted from
the Angry Brigade's practice, and who has been affected? 'I'he
countless raids, arrests, detentions, phonetappings and

‘IO
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railroadings in court were almost extlusively directediagainst
the libertarian and unaligned sections of the left ( Women's
Liberation, Claimants Unions, political communes, underground
bookshops and the underground press). Has the effect on
these areas been counter-productive?
The people directly affected are the very ones who have leamt
most. lhere is now a recognition that we are not taking our
struggle seriously if we are not prepared for surveillance,
raids,etc. It is perhaps a sad comment, but security
consciousness of the ruthlessness of our rulers and their
bloodhounds only comes after reaction has started. But
reaction fortunately doesn't come as 'a single blow, and there
are plainly more blows to come. We learn from yesterday's
repression how to deal with what undoubtedly will be heavier
repression from now on. .
Thus organising around courts and prisons is starting to take
concrete shape. We are now much more aware of how to defend
ourselves as we fight, now and in the future. There is also
a growing two-way process between these sections and people
coming up against the law in general. Not just the class
conscious defendant, not just the "political" con, but
defendants and cons everywhere. '1he knowledge gained is gettrimg
appliedto every attempt at class self-organising. g g

But even if the people involved had not been able to turn
repression to their own advantage - if there had been a much
more severe attack on the libertarian sections of the .
movement _as a resultv-.of the bombin§--would this in itself be
the ruin of the Angry Brigade‘? Is the left never prepared to
adopt a particular tactic if it entails escalation‘? (And that
tactic needn't be bombing: consider civil rights movements at
particular moments of histo@'¥'i. Is it content to remain a purely
reactive force, even when the state is on the verge of
introducing Emergency Powers Acts here and using its army
against its own people? (How many Derrys will it take till...)
None of these remarks are intended to excuse the Angry Briggde
from some criticism. We are trying to clear the way for
criticism made on a realistic, unmechanical basis. The above
sort of arguments don't wash because they pose a false set of
alternatives: either totally isolated individual terror or
revolution lead by a vanguard party. But it is untrue that
people are only revolutionaries if they devote themselves to
building a revolutionary party. People getting themselves
together, outside the embrace of parties, to _fight oppression

11
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are also revolutionaries. Consistently applied, the straight
left approach dismisses not only all autonomous rank and file
actlon on the part of the working class, but also the efforts
Of 50-Cdlled "marginal" groups like women, blacks, claimants,
schoolklds, gays to organise and fight around their Qwn
specific oppressions. And whether our comrades like it or not,
these struggles are just as crucial as those taking place in
the lndustrlal sphere. So we reject the idea that our fwvoluti
has to be preceded by a long process of forming a mass party
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"These guerrillas are theviolent activists of a revolutionaccording to a fixed agenda of st' es. A d c hr s L‘ s ~ ' _ _ _ _
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(Evening Standard editorial, "The red badge of
revolution creeping across Britain','Dec.,l9Tl)

How are the Angry Brigade to be viewed then‘? Where have they
failed‘? Where have they succeeded‘?

The Angry Brigade doesn't see its bombs as likely to win the
class war by themselves. Its actions are exemplary, desigled
"on the one hand to expose the vulnerability of the ruling
class, to enter the homes of the rulers and show they have
no clothes, and on the other hand to show the possibility of
the revolution arming itself,

Nor are the bombs sabotage acts whose validity lies in
destroying something difficult or impossible to replace.
Rather, they are symbdlic, and for symbolism to work it must -
be clear and intelligible. Here has been the main failure of
the Angry Brigade to date - its propaganda, the way it explains
itself. The propaganda can be broken down into three aspects]; V
the act itself (the target, the. timing, the type of bomb,etc.)-;'
_the vehicle for distributing written proipagandagf éiiliiifi _. , A
-.- | ' I I I n 1 I .. -.- . . . P

the content of that propaganda. -

Only in some cases were the bombings self-explanatory. For
example, the .choice of Robert Carr's house as a target at a
time when there was large-scale opposition to his Industrial '
Relations Bill. The meaning of other of its bombings is not
so obvious, and consequently could be easily misunderstood or, ,
at best, diluted in its impact by being expressed solely ln p
supportive written propaganda.

-0

The vehicle of distribution chosen for the communi ques was at
first the establishment press which was of course free to suppress
or edit and distort as it chose. In trying to use the press theThe body of Rosa Luxemburg, dragged from 3 ;3n;| in Mam};

' ' h ' d ' number of "readers" but lostI919, three weeks after her murder. The reality-principle is not Angry Brlgade mlght ave galne ln
"its Over all control over its material. If, as happened,the press was pq ." _

directed to suppress news of the bombings, it would obviously
12 . _,, @l.s<;>csuPPrsSS the ¢<>ee1—11'1iqu@s- APE‘-I1‘? fr9I!1-’°h@PIfe¢’Pi<=sl1’°%¢.€+.
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there is something fundamentally wrong in turning to a medium
which habitual'ly manipulates to preserve ruling interests.
(From August 1971 onwards, however, the communi ques have been
sent to underground newspapers and radical groups, as an
attempt to escape this contradiction) _

The communiques can also be criticised for their content. Their
effect has been badly limited by an oblique, didactic, assertive
style. The bravado was too sheer ("we are slowly destroying the
long tentacles of the oppressive state machzlne"); the attacks
on other sections of the left too splenetic (I.S., for example,
was equated with the C.P. and Robert Carr!)
And then there are the undeniable touches of romanticism and
fatalism, which have distorted their own practice (they
aren't in fact individual terrorists) and blinkered their
conception of how to build a durable base for organised
violence. Collective action has been seen in very limited
terms - as a series of isolated acts of heroism and self-
sacrifice, i.e. things that of their nature can only be
exceptional and sporadic. "We are prepared to die for the
revolution", they boast in one communique—-what might have
been a realistic confrontation of the dangers reads instead
as a fatalistic posturing because it resolves the
confrontation by death, not by working out how to survive.
Talk of death directly contradicts emphasis on the realisation
of desires as a revolutionary motivation and objective.
Despite viewing themselves as libertarians against all external
structures and for control from below the Angry Brigade frequently
lapsed into depicting themselves as a vang~u,a_rdi_“al'_ong the'l)ines
of a marxist urban guerrilla group. This isn't the sort of
failing the straight left is very-sensitive to, but it
definitely has confined the Angry Brigade's potential. The
communiques don't say much about connections between bombings
and less dramatic tactics, and this gives the impression that
the Angry Brigade dismisses anything short of bombs as
ineffective - the impression, "We know, we've got the means
and we'll do it for you or show you how".

SO fill‘ the Angry Brigade has used a very limited form of guerrilla
tactics, almost exclusively bombings. This has created the
impression that they see no value in tactics which intrinsically
involve people outside of themselves,e.g. ways of redistributing
wealth by bank robberies or hijacking lorries, etc.
So they tendiito appear as a specialist expert group, '
zapping in with a bomb and zapping out again...
How successful, then, has bqen the attempt to pierce the
spectacle and t ' 'p S rip the emperors‘? While they shock most
P901316, the Angry Brigade do appeal to an indeterminate

:4  
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numberlof people on at least loneiilevel-—-this level) at.which
people respond passionately to symbols that are meaningful
to them. But this success only confirms the Angry Brlgade S
failure in its own terms. Emotional solidarity at 8- distance
cannot be confounded with active backing for their. actions. It
is rather the emotional response of passive _s,pe,9t_at01_‘S V1510 have
no intention of 3-‘getting into the ring’. Instead of smashing
the spectacle, the Angry Brigade has complemented capitalist
spectacle with radical spectacle. Support has (301116 fI'0II1
consumers, not producers, of violence.

Before considering what can be seen as positive about the Angry
Brigade, we first need to dispense here and 110W WII-‘B11 0116
Particularly chronic left mystification: its double-standard
concerning illegality. - It's apparently 0.14. 130 Squat. attack
police on a demo, hurl a CS gas canister in the House of Commons,
picket, occupy,etc. But as soon as you use a bomb (even against
property solely) you forfeit, it seems, your identity as a
socialist. There is no justification for this double-standard.
Planting bombs is just one form of illegal direct action among
many others. If one thinks of illegal direct action as a continuum
ranging from non-violent to violent, then throwing bombs at’;
property belongs alongside other activities such as_industrial
sabotage, stoning the army, trashing or petrol-bombing schools/
army recruitment centres, etc. It doesn't even belong Very 1'1‘-*3-1‘
the far extreme of this continuum, as any comparlson W11311 IRA
actions rapidly makes clear.
Considerefid as just one form of illegal direct action, what can
be seen as positive about the Angry Brigade bombings‘?

If we begin by looking at the bombings as a whole we see that
they pinpoint two highly sensitive areas of struggle. First tht
area of working class and industrial struggle;_ the bombing of
the Dept. of Employment and Productivity on the day of a large
demonstration against the Industrial Relations Billz; the bombing
of Carr's house on the day of an even larger demonstration; the
bombing of William Batty's home during a Ford strike at Dagenham
the bombing of John Davies‘, Minister of Trade and Iiidustry,
during the Upper Clyde Shipbuilders crisis-g the bombing of
Bryant's home during a strike at one of his building works. r

Complementing the attacks in this area are bombings_aimed directly
at the repressive apparatus of the state during a time of _
snowbal.ling repression. The bombing of the home of Commissioner
Waldron, head of Scotland Yard. The bombing of the P01-18¢ COBIP‘-Tber
at Tintagel House ("police computers can't tell the truth,.they
merely record our crimes"). Bombing the home of Peter Bawlinson, _

___ ‘k 1 '_ . _-_,_.....- . 1- .
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Attorney General, overseer of judicial repression. And flnellif concerning in the main the women'simoirement, that around the '
the bombing of a Territorial Army Recruitment Centre in Holloway spectc;c3Ze, the leisure merchants, the institutions that create
just after internment was introduced in ‘Northern Ireland and and manipulate our desires. The bombing of the BBC van the night
the army publicity campaign aimed at working-class youth was before the Miss World contest, also the nigh-t befgre the first
reeehins Saturation-p<r>in’m There have also been We bombings  militant collective aetieh by weaeh against the eeateet. The
that "point to a third, as yet (less developed, area of struggle, bombing at Biba's, the high boutique that sells off the peg

e trends, images and roles to women _and'men.
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We hear a lot of left discussion about violence, but we rarely
stop to remember what ruling classiideologists think about it.

!
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One of their representatives (Critchley) very revealingly asserts i 4
that England more than any other country has managed to cloak its i I $-
violent "an ideology of tranquillity". His recent L f
book, piiously called The Conquest of Violence is a torrent of
praise for the tranquillisation of militancy. But the drug's
effects are beginning to wear off. This brand of ideology has
been delivered a sharp shock by the Angry Brigade. Along with
the miners and many other groups of militants, the Angry Brigade
is reminding us that social freedom is something we must take
for ourselves, by violence if necessary. In a society where it
has become almost second nature to dismiss violence as
irrational and to regard all passions connected with it as
beyond the pale - this reminder has a shattering effect. The

'...a m=.ment of terror. Also it flashed
through your mind that all those supporters
of Ian and Jake and indignant hippies might
have a point after all....' { heeeuht in '
recent Eebel of Special Branch raid on one
of 60 addresses after the Aldershot bombing),

_ ‘I

mass-pickets, the occupations, the increasing use in generalof 1 The le Ft nzust urgently revise its attitude to legality and
direct action by both th_e organised working class and "marginal" illegality. Our respect for the law should nver be more than
groups, reveal that all of a sudden ANGER has become an ' a tactical. consideration, for to endorse legality in any other
acceptable political passion. The Angry Brigade are only one We-Y ‘ls to endorse everyday injustice, e-verydey 1;-ep1~eS,.;,iOn,
brigade of the angry. The state is digcovgring that the numbers . everyday exploitation (not only in the workplace, but ih the
of the ANGRY are countless. 5.8. office, the school, the family etc). Lega1i1;y is a
To repeat the words of the immortal Evening Standard editorial ,1‘  -t
which appeared just after the Prescott/Puride trial outcome,
"These guerrillas are the violent activists of a revolution
comprising workers, students, teachers, trade unionists, homo-
sexuals, unemployed. and women striving for liberation. They
are all ar1gry..‘.". The "red badge of revolution creeping
across Britain" is not just a phantasy of the yellow press.

Admittedly the Angry Brigade itself only received solidarity
from the ranks of the angry on an emotional level (as we said
earlier). But while emotional solidarity is no sound basis '\

for present action, it can be for future actions (revolutionaries
must learn to look beyond th_e_imme_diate ef_fe_c_ts__ of bombings) ._y_ p
When later struggles arise, earlier actions that at the time
seemed shocking can suddenly seem prescient. Consider the
Angry Brigade Territori.a;l Army Centre bombing In the light
of the subsequent spate of army recruitment centre trashings and
bombings in protest against the latest Bloody 31m_d8Y at Derry‘
And how do the bombings directed against the Industrial Rela-
tions Bill and other Tory atrocities look to rank and file_work-
ing close now that "their" trade union bosses are instructing
th that even bod laws must be obeyed while they remain On theem
Statute book? They my not see the point in emulating the b°mb'
ing, but what about the direct action, and what about the
illegality? p q

' I8
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ouestion of power, and the Rule of Law is the cornerstone of
api alist domination. It is nothing but a public code defining

what the society is and how it is to he ruh It is ePfOrp€d
on everyone, andgwhere necessary, is enforced by the phyeiehl
power of the police, courts and prisons. Respect for the Law
means respect fcr the PTQSQHP A structure of

1 . '1 ' ' '1 . .- -1 1 ' i J IQg y Whl-t the legal code has the backlng of the poliee
e C. moet Of the time this apparatus does not have to be
called into effect for it is maintained by people's consent.
COn“e"t and TQSPPCP therefore Perform precisely the same
funcfilon as the Polifie -hence the phrase, ‘policeman in the "
head . There is no detached, neutral position.

Put d@5PlP@ recognition of these facts on a theoretical level,
in practice, the left suffers from a legality fetish. They
support working class militants when massive piekete are
mounted, but lose interest when select numbere OP them pass
through the courts. They offer no concrete help he {he rising -
numbers of working class kids who have no alternative but to 5
live outside the law.

They can openly exhort workers to resist illegally, but fell
afiorttfif a§alYSln% their QEn_organisation in a similar light.

oi _ e pigs start raiding their homes and offices, they
res rict themselves to polite protest through legal channels.

I’

I9 ‘



They get illegally busted on legal demonstrations, plead guilty
and go quietly in the courts. Imprisoned comrades get for-
gotten. By centralising information on their organisation and
activities, it only takes a few raids for the pigs to learn
all about t-hem , .

At the same time, as the state whips up hysteria about the
need to respect the Rule of Law, it increasingly employs
illegalisation of resistance (i.e. thinks up a new law to
outlaw previously legal activities) as a technique of class
warfare. Witness the recent moves against the railmen's
work-to-rule and dockers blacking of containers. It is
building up a counter-revolutionary apparatus of repression.
It is contracting the present legal space permitted to res1st-
ers. What faith in these circumstances can the left have in
legality when lts sees the state on the one hand hurredly
legalising its own illegalities (the Bill on troop presence
in Northern Ireland rushed through Westminster in less than
a day) and on the other hand, brazenly abusing its own laws
dealing with workers ' contracts, claimants! bgngfii-,3 , people 's
rights on arrest, detention, interrogation etc‘:

In the face of these attacks, to confine oneself to purely

the sgati dging all it can to jail the revolution; (At the
62:1 C cw ' IL re 'f~ »~s: 1 , 1 h 4 - ' . - t . ,, _ U
(iE:fl!.'1F3d :':O1’1S;;il Stffnf-ei1s(-3]?

_ - ~a .,¢_:1.'Ll.: - ._->-.@.+_h 13-15 t“llp..,.]_Q]f1

to thi‘ 0'-'~"‘i1Y"iI'.Y PlP§'<f‘I’1rTfi,<*‘»f»' OI" law as to be grievously damaging
to the society" in which we live," T‘115;; CI-{me is C-Omm_i_+_.ted
every single tixm a mili';a.rt socialist actively gta1"t;.s t.~_;- Put
wh at i"1<~= V-'.-+5:ii rnt/ta acti:>:i,)

ancy 1n tiH53‘"“flTtfY- Man? m5U'<YnHfUr; ‘ho disagree with their'
Particular expression of militancy ithrougk bombings) but all
ffp$gi§U5t Qwfifiider the general lesson their ~XpQrinent is
gugt pflgictAfilgggsesghpogndggtaietagtive reslstinfie & struggle
rgsistanco hflw {;.1ikp%. if pqnF% he ffgji can u$l1¥e‘a£t1VE
It is no“ 110+ n;:;r“\pU-cIq~l;;rs*O e1r"<1IY 11.1.? Jfilupare

q 1 ~ _,: eo< J U -aoA outslle this country to flnd
§?i:ST:€§;e writing aqleaflet is considered a criminal offence;

, ~ ~~,~~ us \" cal its WmlPh incited memaers of the
armed forces to disaffectien H.
H lbs sT=ight left is itself already bwijg labglled as a

*'TUi““i ml“@I“tY H. Unless it retreats ii must anticiPaie
that it too will be labelled "criminal", eve;-1 "terror-j_St"_
When the state is set on illegalisaticn, the left must begin

.,J.

reactive, NCCT protest can at most only slow down this process. ‘BO 11111114 8-ban‘; creating cc;:1d_i.ticn:s f‘or revolutionary strugzfl-9
' i (‘H i+*i'id.F‘ T_i"H'3" ‘]_f3~""‘ui +' (‘lq 1']-"‘r> :._7‘*' 1'1"; '- C)’ JThe state means business, even if the left, as a whole, doesn t. ._-v » _

In respecting legality, they underestimate the apparatus of
repression, and consequently cannot respond to repression by
organising resistance. To rely in these circumstances on the

.- /'

state continuing to allow us the luxury of legal room to move,
is naive. It is idiotic to wait for illegalisation as a. blow
of fate from the system.

_‘\
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This is where the SN8 trial, and other political trials come OUT Q
in. What happened to Prescott, and what is in danger of happen— f ’f 0 ARV  

 .- / (3%s )*ing to the SN8, cannot be dismissed as isolated acts of
repression against maverick sections of the left. 'I‘he present

Z-O ‘éZ  e
I I I ‘

large-scale operations of persecution which have been going on
for the past two years only make sense as an exercise in
CONTAINMENT. They are intended as a deterrent against any
sort of active resistance undertaken by people on the left,
inside or outside left parties. In this process the state
is also training and preparing its police and armed forces
for struggles that will come if containment fails. The _
message is plain: left protest is alright so long as 1t 1s
one step behind. As soon as it takes the initiative, as soon
as protest turns into an offensive, the left must reckon qn p L
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It is clearly no accident that over 90% of the people now
in prison come from.the working class. Neither is it just
by chance that the vast majority of‘these come from specific
urban ghettoes where tensions of survival inevitably create
a situation of continual conflict with agents of the ruling
class.  W

It is not just that in these areas oppression of poverty
is so great that many have no choice but to turn 'to"crime
as a.means of economic survival. Neither is it only that
Qriminal activity is a form of psychological release as
Well as an eXPT@$5l?n Of revolt against the experience of
unending and extensive oppression.

Both these are clearly important but they create a.third
factor: criminal communities within which extensive criminal
networks evolve a way of life'which has its own sense cf
history, its own myths, its own markets for exchange and

22'
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A PRISONER stands behind a window at Mount3oy Pnson Almost ever U“a'?i¢“'{§Y Dshattered Later came the CS gas

there has evolved a much closer relationship with the revol--
utionary left. But with the s11ccess of the numerous sit---dowwn
strikes which have taken, and continue to take, place in many _
prisons (all of which occ11'r'red. without the guidance of the
organised left), it looks as though 'crimina?.s' are moving
towards ‘a c:'.»nscimu=.=r.ress of ccll.e@tive solidarity which, althougfi
focused in the pri=:.ons at the moment, may spread back to the
ghettoes and give 1-he ‘war against crime‘ an important
political dimension.

The arrival on the scene of the Angry Brigade 'criminals' and
the SWP maoist bank—robbers, makes it even more urgent that the
left revises its attitude towards criminality_ Until very
recently, this attitude has been distorted by the gweet-—5ided
benevolence of class justice. Smooth talking middle class
accents have usually meant that the demonstrator and the dope-»
head (the lrfts' principle contact with the law) have only
Cfillected fines, suspended sentences and probation. Borstal.
detention centre and prison are almost always reserved for the
working class people who get captured by the law.

Times are changing. The politi cos and the freaks are now recog-
nised as at 'dmger to society’ in their own right, and the jail
sentences are rolling out. over the past few years, they have
tried to work. out new ways of living and working together. Thi
has focused in collectives which themselves usually reject_the
work ethic on *..'be+ basis that if we 3.119 conspiring to overthrow
the stat-::=, we mi ght well refuse to pennii. the sir:-11:e to explo
us for half our ac:'t.i.ve-: lives. And despite the impact of the
claimant's unions, the S.S. officers take none too Kindly to
this refusal, and consequently make it as difficult as possible
to extract the pittance which the warfare state is supposed to
provide. The rejection ofethe work ethic means the acceptance
of criminality as a means of survival. '

5

Because the state is fast moving to the point where all effecti
opposition -even defensive- is made illegal, militants in every
field of struggle have no choice but to continue their politics
work outside of the law. The Tories are going to try to legis-
late class struggle out of existence, and from now on, the fig?
for better wages and conditions is by definition illegal.
Yesterday's trade unionists become todays guerrillas, learning

. I ‘

organise their struggle clandestinely and in such a way that
individuals cannot be singled out and smashed. Our fight is
against the law, and to do that, we must learm underground
methods. , —  



Attacks on all sections of our movement have been increasing.
All over the country, police have been moving into S,S. offices
and ejecting and arresting Claimants Union members in a clear
attempt to prevent further organisational development, The last
few major demonstrations (Ireland and Rhodesia) were met with
a very clear message; clear the streets or get your head busted
-a threat which carried out in both cases. The number of police i
raids on the homes of active politicos has increased dramatic-
ally, supposedly on the pretext of bomb'outrages ' but clearly
with the intention of gathering as much information for filing
and cross-referencing in the state's computers (internment is
only 500 miles away). The left becomes defined as 'criminal',
and.a.relationship is formed with the 'criminal' on a pract-
ical and political basis in which the criminal experiences
the solidarity of other oppressed.people, and the revolutionaries
turn to crime to organise the resistance.

The law has made clear its intention to smash as. If We are
to survive, we must beg'n to organise our lives so that the
police find it much more difficult to gather information about
us; about who we are, and.who are our brothers and sisters.

To do this, we need to understand:much more clearly the ways
in which the police operate. This means firstly dispelling a
number of myths about them. As yet, the police force is not
well enough organised to spread an effective security umbre-
lla over all areas of illegal activity, It is open to question
whether they can ever do this; at the moment, they are under-
manned.to the tune of 6,000 in London alone. (A coppers job
is not a very popular one) Neither do they seem to have
accumulated all the technical paraphanelia which goes with
the American pig. The myth of'the super—refined S,B. men
running around.placing bugging devices in every home, and
bleepers on every car, is an illusion which needs to be dispelled
It doesn't mean that to be safe, you have to remain shivering
in a corner, afraid to move or say anything. Also, they don't
seem to have been able to infiltrate to any significant degree
the politically active groups though clearly they are going,

to attempt to do this more and more. ii '_ i 4' B A  

What this means is that as long as we organise our lives with
sufficient care and patience, there is ample space in which to
operate illegally without having, the law continually on our
'backs. y _
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However, this awareness doesn't mean that we should dismiss
the police as a bunch of buffoons whose existence can be  
lgmred. They have four main assets which cannot be over-rated.

I! Storage of information. Every bit of information that ,
they get their hands on they can store forever, and it can al-
'ways be easily accessible to them. They can slowly gather details
about particular Friendship networks which in time might become
very significant. Past relationships -who knew who, and.what
so-and-so was doing at such-and such a.time may be a meaning?
less piece of information at the time it is given, but may be
crucial to them months later. There is little we can do about
the information they have already got; the damage has been
done, and all we can do is await the day when we can smash
their computors and burn their records. All that we can do
do now is to ensure that as little information gets through
to them as possible., The pig is the enemy; let him know
nothing, and never, never assume that he 'knows it all
anyWay' because he doesn't,

_ II), 51,1,‘E5“, ,_P"Z,______§L‘P____Z1°¢1't3'_ This follows on from above.
The police are constantly receiving details of various 'crimes'
committed. They are able to build up patterns around these
details, the links between them, and.the likelihood of differ-
ent crimes coming from a similar source. They need.know nothing
about who is involved, and yet gain an extraordinary amount of
knowledge about what is happening. Then someone makes a slip
somewhere and a wedge is driven into the information gap:
someone is ‘in it’ and all the details about his associations
can be very quickly fitted into an apparently solid prosecution
case. Thfi &rr€St8 follow. It is always a good idea not to
fall into a predictable pattern of criminal activity, particu-
larly if it looks as though it is an easy number -that is where
most of the mistakes are made. Remember, variety is the spice
of criminal abundancei and the more we are able to practice
mobility within cllCé&L activities, so the more confusing shall
be the details that the jigsaw experts puzzle over. This whole
area of detection is crucial. Far too often, people think in
terms of doina?a.job, and if mhey get away with it, fine; if
you have not been arrested on the spot then it is 0,K, to
pull the same job again. This is an illusion that the pigs
really prosper on. A

-1-

lll) Power of numbers. One the police have selected t
their victims then they are in an immensely superior position.
The door caves in with maybe two people behind it, and.then

. . ,
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there's twenty pigs around them. At thewmoment, we have
neither the intelligence system.to get forwarning of forth-
coming arrests, neither have we the organizational strength
(except in a few situations -i.e. demoes) to think in terms
of effectively resisting arrest. _Again, the only way it
seems possible to deal with this at the moment is through -
mobility; of not staying long in one particular pad and of
getting to know as many places to stay as possible. Then
there is more chance that information will filter through
that the pig is looking for particular people before the pig
manages to capture those particular people. Certainly, if
this kind.of mobility was practiced on a large scale then it
would make things much more difficult for them. In Belfast,
it is the constant mobility of people on the run (séeeping in
a different place each night) which has perhaps been the most
important factor in the survival of the insurrectionary movement

lV) Our fear of the Pigs. The basic power of the
police depends on the myth that they are everywhere and know
everything, and it is the acceptance of this myth on the part
of those they are attaeking which is perhaps their greatest
asset. It is only experience which will teach us the basic
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To counter these particular pig assets, there are certain basic
PT@¢autions which we can take which in themselves are very simple,
yet if they were followed by everyone who was conscious that
the pig is the enemy, it would make their job impossible.

These precautions apply just as much to those who consider that
the police have no reason to be interested in them. The police
anyhow operate on the basis of arresting and charging on
suspicion, and then fitting up the ‘evidence’ later. Bits and
pieces of information that they have picked up in their raids
can be fitted in with verbal by a skilful police scripwriter
to make an apparent cast-iron case. The less information that
they pick up, then the more difficult it is for them to do
this. Furthermore, it is clear that the state is going to
get a lot heavier in the coming years. The screws are grad-
ually being tightened -particularly in the fields of restrict-
ive legislation and in the administration of 'justice'- and
there is no reason to suppose that it is going to stop here.
In fact, certainly historical precedent would suggest the
opposite; that repression will become farimore widespread and
vicious and two sides will become much more clearly defined.
Those who thought previously that they could remain safely on
the fence and be open about themselves to various agencies of
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the state, may have some cause for regret when the'~_jackboot g
comes kicking down their doors.

1) Uéé of Phones. It would seem best to avoid usingi
phones as much as possible. It is almost impossible to estab-
lish that a phone is not being tapped, and even the most ordi-
nary of phone conversations can tell a pig an awful lot. Cbded
phone calls -unless they are very well worked out- usually. only
suggest to them that there is something going on which they are
not supposed to know about, and it is best not to let them know
even this. _Furthermore, the logging of phone calls which pass,
through the SDT system will soon be all computorised and this:meanse
that all phone calls, where they came from and.where they were
going to, will be recorded. They will be able to push a button
and.get instant information on friendship patterns. The only
way it would seem that we can prevent this is to use the phone
as infrequently as possible. The only phone call system which
still seems cool to use is the call box to call box.system (i.e
prearranging the call box number and the time to call.)

ll) Shutting Your Mouth. All to often, people get
to blabbing to an audience about what they know about so-and-
so, purely on an ego-trip basis. This happens in reverse too,
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with people being asked questions ('is he/she involved in, to answer any quéstions, Ehey may.threaten you.that refusal.
such-and-such?') which only serve the purpose of spreading to talk will Onl mean that ¢,"111 uget it-worse, they may offer
information which helps nobody but the pigs. We've got to
keep information to ourselves and only pass it on when it is
vital to do so, and at the same time, we have to learn to trust
others to tell us only when it becomes necessary. We've also
got to learn to close our ears to things we don't think we
need.know about, and learn to tell others to shut-up when we
feel their telling too much.

iii) Police Interro ation It is through the interror-8' - ~  
gation of those busted.that the police still probably pick up
most of their information. For those who have not experienced
this, it is difficult to imagine how difficult it is not to slip
into some kind of dialogue with them. Time and.time again,
detainees have begun an interrogation with the intention of
saying nothing, and have been talked into talking; it seems
easier at the time, yet it always turns out wfor the worse.
Pigs always like to put across the illusion that they know much
more then they do, and_lull people into thinking;that it doesn't
matter what they say since the pigs already know. DON'T BE
FOOLED BY THIS. It is almost alway better to put across the fact
that you know you don't have to say anything, and.then refuse

3()

yn _ . , t. .
to do you .5. favour and make sure youget 8- llght Sen?‘-‘>1’1¢e» but_
this is always bullshit . Stare at the wall, play with a pencil,
but never get drawn into the conversation game. Thi§ 8095
Particularly for those who actually don't KHOW anythlng and who
are asked particular questions about their friends. They may
allow details to fall into the pigs hands which they themselves
think is totally useless, but which for the pigs, is absolutely
vital. Careless talk costs lives! _

‘ 'iv) Goods and.Chattels. It is always e good idea to
keep the place clean of anything incriminating; the dope, the
stolen notepaper -they'll bust you TOP finythlng“ and 1n fact»
anything which might help them t0 get a Clearer P1¢PuTe Of
what is happening. Address books just shouldn't exist -except
in the head- as they provide the pigs with a goldmine of 1n€O.
It is useful to know people who live in a very cool place w o
are willing to look after stuff for you. This whole aspect
of security has become prfitty CTu@1al Over Phe P&§Pgfe@,YeafS
since the political police have made it their business to rip
of all written material they discover on each raid.,
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UNDERGROUND

Any revolutionary movement knows that its success depends on
th ~' 'e successful organisation of an underground which can
protect people and materials from pig hands. This has invol-
ved the tt'ge ing together of a whole lot of false documents,
disguises, cars, rented flats whose tenants are untraceable;
of the building up of a series of contacts where individuals
take on specific tasks separately in such a w th * 'ay a. if anyonefalls into the hands of the pigs, then they get no further.
It is only with a network which is well organised and
1mpenetrab1¢,k to the pigs that the numerousibrothers and
sisters in prison or on the run can receive assistance and I
protection; that a strategy of creating pig confusion (this -
exists here only on a very primitive level at the moment) b- ZYfeeding them false information and carrying out actions which
onl serve t b ' ' ' 'y o ewilder them, and finally, that effective
resistance to increasing state repression can be organised.
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